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Evolution of Pilot 
Training 

• 45 Years ago Training was very instructor 
centred and consisted mainly of sharing of 
knowledge and practice of skills.

• Emphasis was on How Things Worked and 
How to do things.
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Reason for 
this culture

Skills training was very manoeuvre based 

Training needed to equip them with knowledge on 
what to do and how to do it.

Mechanical failures were frequent so pilots needed 
to know how things work to sort the problem out. 

Often they had a flight engineer to assist them.



Skills 
Training

Very Rule based

Helped pilots build and 
sharpen their 
psychomotor skills



Knowledge

•In depth knowledge of systems 
gave the pilot a good 
understanding and equipped 
them for the failures.

•Textbook failures were 
countered by textbook 
responses.

•Rote learning was the norm.



What Changed?

• Today the training emphasis is less on 
how things work (content) and more on 
the process and outcome (What is 
expected from the system)

• The idea is more about the context 
than the content.
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Why Did This Happen?

• Systems have become more complex, integrated and provide a lot more 
information.

• Knowledge is not necessarily held within individuals and often not 
related to experience (the younger generation are more comfortable 
with computing skills).

• Emphasis is now more on the use of CRM soft skills such as:
• Communication
• Task Sharing
• Decision Making etc.



System Reliability
• System reliability today is so high you can have a pilot going through a whole 

career event free!

• This reliability can give a false sense of security.

• When failures occur they have an effect on several systems which are 
interrelated and the effects can disorientate a pilot or leave them without a 
clue what is happening.

• The pilot response is greatly influenced by Startle Effect because the failure 
and the complex effect on the systems is neither expected nor understood.



Automation

• While automation has helped a pilot deal 
with tedious tasks they are not usually 
very good at, it eats into their basic 
piloting skills because it is not often that 
they get to actually hand fly the aircraft.

• When they are tasked to do so their short 
term memory is usually saturated with 
immediate actions to do, so leaves them 
ill equipped to sort problems out.

• Textbook failures are hardly the norm

• Training is often tied to mandatory checks 
which are still oriented to the failures 
that occurred frequently 40-50 years ago!



We need a shift to 
cater for today’s 
needs
• Recent accidents show the need for training to make 

pilots more resilient and less prone to startle effects.

• They also show that pilots tend to look into the flight 
management computers and displays for solutions to 
the problems. Often the solutions are not there.

• Stick and rudder skills should be complemented by 
automation management rather than replaced!

• Augmented reality gives a lot of confidence to pilots 
to the point that when faced with a false or 
erroneous clues they tend to disregard the obvious 
and believe the system instead of actual reality.
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The local 
situation.

• In the past any training related to flight 
crew was extremely limited.

• Most pilots and aviation related jobs 
were restricted to a couple of companies.

• Today with the aviation industry 
expanding as it is (pre-COVID 19 levels)  
and with several ATO’s and FTO’s 
providing a wide range of services, 
opportunities are much better.



Changes Required For Future

• Training and checking should no longer be based on fixed curriculum.

• We need to shift to Competence and Evidence based methods.

• Regulators should be less prescriptive in training control and their oversight should be on the process 
rather than the content. 

• Checks should be outcome based and the context scenario based.

• Credit should be given to proven competencies and allow time to practise on other competencies.

• Principles of connectivism should be well taught and understood.



What the future holds 
– Example 1

• Risk of collision with other aircraft in the past depended on see 
and be seen concepts. Every pilot looked outside for reference.

• ACAS/TCAS reduced the risk to near zero and Autopilot TCAS 
removed the pilot reaction time requirements.

• Usually pilots are regularly trained to react and get the 
manoeuvre correct.

• Combine UPRT (e.g. entering the wake vortex) and a significant 
amount of pilots roll the aircraft incorrectly. What changed?



What the future holds – Example 2

• Automation of control levers and switch positions.

• A number of systems have been automated to prevent incorrect pilot 
inputs.

• In future I believe this will be even more in use and the industry will 
need to move from verbalising check lists to visualising them.

• Apart from good ergonomic design the designers will need to cater for 
pilot perception which tends to rely on stored rather than real content. 
(I see what I want to see and hear what I want to hear)



Thank You


